I am often amazed
by the chance
meetings that lead
to new discoveries.
A single decision to book that trip to your ideal destination
can open yourself to meeting with your future. This was the
case when I booked a trip to Barcelona for December 2009 as
a well deserved reward for two years of major personal upheaval. Being on a budget, I booked my trip through Airbnb.
com: a website where you can rent a room or a whole apartment in most places around the world.
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It was my good fortune to find Miriam Turner renting a room
in her Barcelona apartment for only $50 a night. Through
a series of e-mails we discovered our joint passion for sustainable materials, me a professor, designer and advocate for
sustainable material reclamation, and Miriam, on the innovation team for InterfaceFLOR’s global offices based out of the
UK and Spain. Over dinners of olives and cheese purchased
from the historic La Boqueria we talked about the rate of
innovation and the need for economic growth, not only in
developing countries, but for all local industries everywhere
using the abundance of locally sourced, renewable and reclaimed materials.
She had been working on a project since 2004 called FairWorks . InterfaceFLOR was developing a new product line
called Just TM : a renewable modular flooring designed to
create economic growth for weaving communities in India.
Before I knew it Miriam was on Skype contacting Niels Peter
Flint from EXDL in Paris, France and Neelam Chhiber of
Industree Crafts Foundation in Bangalore, India.

InterfaceFLOR’s Mission Zero
Over the past 50 years InterfaceFLOR has been at the fore The FairWorks team bases its Sustainable Living (SL) business model on following three objectives:
front of the modular flooring market. This Atlanta, GA
•Source locally available materials
based company, under the visionary leadership of Ray
Wherever possible, we will use natural or recycled raw
Anderson, has committed itself to a radical sustainable mismaterials that are found as near as possible to where
sion: “Mission Zero … to completely eliminate the negative
the products are made.
impact our company may have on the environment by 2020.”
As part of Mission Zero, InterfaceFLOR’s Global corporate
offices in the UK created FairWorks in 2004 as a “sustainable living” business model focused on collaboration with
non-profits and emerging economies. FairWorks is defined
as “an innovative approach to developing unique flooring
products that places sustainability, social integrity, quality
and equality at its core.”

So my dream vacation became punctuated by
opportunity. A number of things were intriguing to me about the FairWorks Project. How was
the project developed through the lens of differing cultural priorities and practices? What are
the logistics needed to bring renewable/reclaimed
materials to market? Why has FairWorks not
moved forward from the initial prototyping phase?
Working with Miriam, the germination of the
SCAD Presidential Fellowship took hold: how do
you build a sustainable design business model?
The Presidential Fellowship brought me back to
Barcelona at the end of June 2010 to interview
Nigel Stansfield, Innovations Director for InterfaceFLOR Global and Miriam Turner, Innovation
Project Coordinator, to obtain the European perspective on the course of the project. From this
understanding I traveled to Bangalore, India in
early July 2010 to meet with Neelam Chhiber and
her team. Her project managers worked with me
to visit the superfine grass mat workgroups in the
southern state of Tamil Nadu.
Her connections also fostered a visit to the National Institute of Design to meet with leading scholars

on Indian hand crafts. My tour of the FairWorks
project ended in London in late July with an
interview with Mandy Leeming, the InterfaceFLOR design team leader, who worked with the
Industree Crafts designers to create the final
designs used in the JustTM product line.
Nigel and Miriam laid out the plans for InterfaceFLOR’s global approach to develop as many
locally based “door-step” manufacturing centers around the world as feasible. Manufacturing bases in UK and Ireland, Netherlands, US,
Taiwan, Australia as well as the newly opened
factory in Shanghai are part of Interface’s production network. A base in the Indian subcontinent is also being considered for expansion.
All of these factories are based on million meters
per order corporate modular flooring, but the
FairWorks project, in contrast, is rare in that it
looks at a more boutique means of production.
It met the Sustainable Living Business model
adopted by the innovation team, but did it fit the
culture of the parent company?

• Innovate traditional handicraft skills
We will draw on the skills of the local artisans, fusing
traditional techniques with contemporary practices.
•Increase earning opportunities for local communities
To achieve this, we will work closely with local
organizations and NGOs.

Local Industree
InterfaceFLOR found the right partner in Industree
Crafts Foundation (ICF); a social entrepreneurship founded in 2000 whose mission is to “develop
market led rural livelihoods & micro enterprises
working on farm based and artisan projects with
NGOs, rural cooperatives and direct operations.”
The for-profit arm, Industree Crafts Private Ltd.,
focuses on retail and exports. In addition to these
entities Mother Earth a socially conscious brand retail chain offers consumers the best of Indian natural handcrafts produced by Indian artisans through
fair trade practices.
Their leader, Neelam Chhiber, is a graduate of industrial design from the National Institute of Design and has a deep understanding of both business
practices and the working requirements of local
artisans. Industree has focused mainly on natural
fibers: creating diversified products where labor
practices are simplified and a high level of design
quality is maintained. ICF has focused on capacity
building of local handcrafts

artisans who are predominatly women. ICF helps
them to create workgroups and eventually, independent entrepreneurships, adding financial and
inventory management skills to their extensive
handcraft capabilities.

Imaged supplied by ICF

“..artisanal investment in production
is necessary to create a bottom up
organization..”
Neelam Chhiber

Superfine Hand Work
Superfine woven mats are the signature product of the
workgroup I visited in the village of Veeravaneluur,
located at the southern tip of the Tamil Nadu. This is
one of three weaving groups whose skills were accessed
for the FairWorks project with the other groups located
in Bengal and Andra Pradesh. These mats, produced
on wooden stick looms can create patterns of extreme
accuracy.
Women do much of the weaving in their homes; both in
designated weaving rooms and in courtyards in outdoor
studios. A centralized studio and dyeing facility is
located in the center of the village.
In the coolness of their concrete houses they split the
wet grass fibers. Bundles of locally grown wild river
grasses are harvested twice a year, in mid January and
late August. The wild grasses have more flexibility and
are stronger than cultivated grasses. Grasses are soaked
for more than a week and then spliced to release the
strong filaments at the core. The core represents only
10% of the grass stalk and the waste grass is used to heat
the dyeing furnace. With the core fibers now split they
are then dyed in batches and then separated into specific color bundles.
This is a trade that is handed down from mother to
daughter. Beginning between the ages of 10 and 15
years old young girls are introduced to the weaving
process by setting up the warp strings on the looms.
The girls will then learn to split the fibers. By the time
they are 14 years old, and if their families cannot afford
for them to continue their education, they start weaving
full time.
Harvesting river grass and weaving are important
economic drivers in this region. Up to 300 people are
employed to create these mats. ICF’s assistance in this
area helps each weaving collective to manage their own
inventory and to improve technical processes through
micro financing, project management and design facilitation.

Industree Crafts Foundations
Moving Artisans from Low Skilled Workers to High Skilled Entrepreneurs
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“ India has a very bio-diverse
fiber supply ranging from
banana bark, pineapple fiber,
water hyacinth, to sabai, munj
and river grasses. Every 300
to 400 km, from town to town,
each local group is using
fibers grown locally creating
superfine mats.”
Neelam Chhiber

A Successful Failure
Its been two years since the launch and this has provided a
needed assessment period for the FairWorks project. This
successful failure has allowed for the artisan workgroups to
improve their weaving precision which they use in products
sold throughout India, ICF has put together an analysis of
what it would take to create a successful coir backing and
assembly plant to create modular mat flooring under the
ICF umbrella instead of through vendors and InterfaceFLOR Innovation team continues their work on alternative
designs to simplify the design, lower the per meter cost
while providing corporate education on the value of sustainable living manufacturing approaches.

Cross Cultural Innovation
In 2005 design charretts were held between InterfaceFLOR, EXDL and ICF
in Amendabad in January and in Bangalore in September. Mandy Leeming,
InterfaceFLOR design leader, found
that the interaction between UK and
Indian designers on the project where
very productive. This sentiment was
echoed by Neelam, Nigel and Miriam.

smoothly. One of the issues laid in the Another hindrance to a successful prototyping process was that the wooden
hand vs. machine made products.
frame connecting structure made the
product too complicated to manufacThere was a learning curve for both
ture with consistent quality and made
the European engineers and the Inthe piece to expensive for the typical
dian artisans about how to produce a
repeatable rectified mat product using modular flooring market The price
point was three times greater than the
handmade artisanal processes
usual modular flooring price of 25 to
30 euros per square meter.
Once this was accomplished the next
The designer to designer experience
issues arose with the manufacturing of
transcended cultural boundaries where the banana bark fiber coir and rubber Neelam saw the major issue as “too
each designer on the team pulled from backing. InterfaceFLOR decided to
many eggs in the top end basket. To
their design traditions: ICF influencwork with a vendor outside of the ICF have a product like this you need to
ing mat patterns and InterfaceFLOR
have two price points for two markets:
to keep prototyping costs contained.
influencing color choices. Initially the The assembly teams were cooperative, a high end with the frame and a middle
design group looked at design trends,
end without a frame.”
but cultural language semantics were
women’s textile trends and small and
not completely understood by both
large patterning and came up with 15
The introduction of the product to
sides.
to 20 designs in multiple color ways
market was also poorly timed. Just as
for a “mix and match” type of product. After a number of failed trials the Inthe product was launched in Berlin in
After getting feedback the design team terfaceFLOR engineering team realized January of 2008 the economic crisis hit
finalized 10 patterns to be manufacthe United States and Europe hard. It
that the reason why they were receivtured in natural and black. Niels Peter ing failed prototypes is through the
was a difficult time to shift the moduFlint believed that the wooden frames way they were asking if the manufaclar flooring paradigm and to convince
used to connect the modular mats
turer understood what they were look- sales people of the value of a top end
would also speak to a European market ing for. Close ended questions like,
product. It was also hard to justify at
which is heavily influenced by wood
“Can you assemble this?” would always this time for corporate sponsorship of
flooring materials.
the backing and assembly prototyping
receive an answer in the affirmative.
to solidify these manufacturing proOpen ended questions like, “How
While the designer to designer relawould you assemble this?” allowed for cesses.
tionship was a very strong success, the the manufacturer to demonstrate for
prototyping and manufacturing of the the engineers and for the engineers to
modular product did not flow as
correct any miscommunications.

Sustainable Entrepreneurship
During my discussions with Neelam we talked about how
design students need to prepare for the issues that face the
world economic and dwindling resources. She believes that
design students need to be business leaders learning how to
run their own businesses. Students may be tackling issues
to address global climate change or sustainable energy, but
they are not taught how to create a business where their
ideas can be implemented.

“The JustTM story so far
provides an interesting case
study on Interface’s approach
to the process of innovation,
the use of external networks,
and the business impacts of
the exploration of a new
business model.”
Miriam Turner

Universities can play a key role to transition students from
theoretical exploration into social entrepreneurship incubation.
Through this fellowship I have been fortunate enough to
see how a successful social entrepreneurship enterprise is
transforming economic opportunity through art, design
and sustainable business practices while creating partnerships with manufacturing giants like InterfaceFLOR
Global and foreign non-profits like Industree Crafts Foundation.
Developing coursework which provides students the opportunity to learn about non-profit development, grant
writing, low profit limited liability companies and strategic
business planning would give design students at SCAD
a stronger position to effect sustainable changes that our
economy and world need. I hope to further study sustainable living approaches through collaborative partnerships,
continued research and course development in social
entrepreneurship to prepare SCAD students for opportunities that are in their future.

